Dynamic architectures in which interactions between components can evolve during execution, are essential for modern computing systems such as web-based systems, reconfigurable middleware, wireless sensor networks and fault-tolerant systems. Currently, we lack rigorous frameworks for their modeling, development and implementation. We propose Dy-BIP a dynamic extension of the BIP component framework rooted in rigorous operational semantics and supporting a powerful and high-level set of primitives for describing dynamic interactions. These are expressed as symbolic constraints offered by interacting components and computed efficiently by an execution Engine. We present experimental results which validate the effectiveness of Dy-BIP and show significant advantages over using static architecture models.
Introduction
Architectures are essential for mastering the complexity of systems and facilitate their analysis and evolution. They allow a separation between detailed behavior of components and their overall coordination. Coordination is usually expressed by constraints that define possible interactions between components. There exists a large number of formalisms supporting a concept of architecture, including software component frameworks, systems description languages and hardware description languages. Despite an abundant literature and a considerable volume of research, there is no agreement on a common concept of architecture, while most definitions agree on the core e.g. diagrammatic representations by using connectors. This is due to two main reasons.
First, is the lack of rigorous operational semantics defining architectures as composition operators on components. That is the behavior of a composite component is inferred from the behavior of its constituent components by applying architectural constraints. For existing component frameworks, the definition of rigorous operational semantics runs into many technical difficulties. They fail to clearly separate between behavior of components and architecture. Connectors are not just memoryless switching elements. They can be considered as special types of components with memory e.g. fifo queues and specific behavior. Another difficulty stems from verbose architecture definitions e.g. by using ADLs [1] , that do not rely on a minimal set of concepts. Such definitions are hardly amenable to formalization. Finally, some frameworks [2] use declarative languages e.g. first order logic to express global architecture constraints which are useful for checking correctness but as a rule do not provide a basis for defining operational semantics.
This work is partially supported by the FP7 IP ASCENS. The second reason is the distinction between static and dynamic architectures. Usually, hardware and system description languages rely on static architecture models. The relationships between components are known at design time and are explicitly specified as a set of connectors defining possible interactions. Dynamic architectures are needed for modeling reconfigurable systems or systems that adapt their behavior to changing environments. They are defined as the composition of dynamically changing architecture constraints offered by their constituent components. Filling the gap between static and dynamic architecture models raises a set of interesting problems. In principle, dynamic architecture models are more general: each configuration corresponds to a static architecture model. Is it possible to define a dynamic architecture modeling language as an extension of a static architecture modeling language? Furthermore, if we restrict to systems with a finite -although potentially large -set of possible configurations, any dynamic architecture model can be translated into a static architecture model. Such a translation can yield very complex static architecture models. As a rule, using dynamic architectures may lead to more concise models. However, static architecture models can be executed more efficiently thanks to the global and static knowledge of connectors [3] .
We propose the Dy-BIP component framework based on rigorous operational semantics for modeling both static and dynamic architectures. Dy-BIP can be considered as an extension of the BIP language [4] for the construction of composite hierarchically structured components from atomic components. These are characterized by their behavior specified as automata extended with data and functions described in C. A transition of an automaton is labeled by a port name, a guard (boolean condition on local data) and an action (computation on local data). In BIP architectures are composition operators on components defining their interactions. An interaction is described as a set of ports from different components. It can be executed if there exists a set of enabled transitions labeled by its ports. The completion of an interaction is followed by the completion of the involved transitions: execution of the corresponding actions followed by a move to the target state. An operational semantics for BIP has been defined in [5] . It provides a basis for the implementation of an Engine that orchestrates component execution. The Engine knows the set of the interactions modeling the architecture. It executes cyclically and atomically the following three-step protocol: 1) from a state each component sends to the Engine the ports of its enabled transitions; 2) the Engine computes the set of feasible interactions (sets of received ports corresponding to some interaction); 3) the Engine chooses non-deterministically one interaction amongst the feasible interactions by sending back to the components the names of their ports involved in this interaction. Figure 1(a) shows a static architecture defined by interactions pq and qr. Its consists of three components offering communications through ports p, q and r. In contrast to BIP, the set of interactions characterizing architectures in Dy-BIP changes dynamically with states. A port p has an associated architecture constraint C p which describes possible sets of interactions involving p. Feasible interactions from a state are computed as maximal solutions of constraints obtained as the conjunction of constraints offered by enabled transitions. Figure 1(b) illustrates a dynamic architecture with three components offering ports p, q and r with associated constraints C p , C q and C r . As for the static architecture, the possible interactions are pq and qr.
